Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 35

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. the top surface of a room
4. what we use for thinking
5. one or the other
7. a ship that moves deep underwater
8. opposite of back
12. It makes a person look like someone else.
14. Your skin releases this when you are hot.
15. opposite of give
16. overflow
18. Please don’t lean ___ that wall.
19. responsibility for a crime
23. I found out what the word ___.
25. more than one woman
26. promise
27. to want to know
28. It is worn on a foot.

Down
1. a design with stripes that cross each other
3. I tried to ___ what was in the box.
4. It is usually published weekly or monthly.
6. The words clue and new do this.
9. a pattern of doing things
10. a kind
11. enjoyable
13. the person in charge
14. fashion
17. a white vegetable with a strong, sharp taste
20. a group of teams that compete with one another
21. dollars and cents
22. the joint between your shoulder and wrist
24. a period of about thirty days
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